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What's News-
Camput 
Monday's chapel will feature 
James Custer, pastor of Grace 
Brethern Church in Worthington, 
Ohio. Custer is a graduate of 
Grace College and-received his 
Masters .in Divinity and Theolo­
gy from Grace Seminary. Mem­
bers of the Taylor faculty will be 
featured in Wednesday and Fri­
day's chapels. Pastor Hill will 
speak on "Serving or Servicing 
People" on the 15th. Dr. Nygren 
will address the topic of "Hands, 
Heads, and Homes" on the 17th. 
Both Hill and Nygren have 
served at Taylor for several 
years. 
Deb Gates was recently 
awarded a high athletic honor at 
a banquet in Indianapolis. The 
award she received is the Elea­
nor St. John Award, for the best 
female athlete in all colleges in 
the state of Indiana. 
(See article on page 1.) 
Several opportunities for 
travel during Inter-term are 
available. The trips offered 
range from statewide to nation­
wide to worldwide in scope and 
cover a diversity of interest 
areas. 
(See article on page 3.) 
On the weekend of Oct. 26-29, 
several black students from Tay­
lor attended a conference in Chi­
cago. The theme of the 
conference was "unity in the 
black community." Two stu­
dents have written on some of 
the key issues discussed at the 
conference in an effort to share 
what they learnedf. 
(See article on page 4.) 
The Bill Gaither Trio will be 
appearing at Emems Auditori­
um at Ball State on Friday, Nov. 
10. The concert will commence 
at 8p.m. 
The Red Cross Blood Mobile 
will be on campus Nov. 15 from 
Ua.m.-4p.m. Those who are will­
ing and able to give blood can 
sign up in the Dining Commons. 
Don't miss out on the "Do you 




Tanzania reported that Ugan­
da invaded its northern borders. 
Britian began supplying mis­
sies and anti-aircraft guns to 
Zambia. The shipments result 
from Rhodesian strikes against 
black nationalist guerrilla bases 
inside Zambia. 
Nicaragua claimed that it re­
pulsed a raid from anti-govern­
ment guerrillas based in Costa 
Rica. 
Nov 2 
Iran's crippling oil strike 
grounded Iran's airline. 
President Idi Amin of Uganda 
claimed that his country "an­
nexed" a 710 square-mile strip of 
Tanzanian territory. 
The first women to serve on a 
Naval vessel reported for duty at 
Norfolk, Va. 
The ten survivors of the U.S. 
Navy plane that crashed last 
week are reported in good condi­
tion. The plane went down 300 
miles off the coast of Russia, and 
the survivers were rescued by 
Russian fisherman. 
Nov 3 
Carter met with Begin in New 
York to discuss progress on the 
Mideast peace plans. 
Rhodesian warplanes once 
again bombed terrorist targets 
in Zambia. 
Vietnam reported that hun­
dreds of Chinese invaded Viet­
nam and inflicted many 
casualties before being driven 
back to the border. 
Top Vietnamese officials met 
with Soviet President Brezhnev 
and Premier Kosygin in Mos­
cow. 
Nov 6 
Tehran, the capital of Iran, 
was hit by the worst rioting yet 
in the recent anti-Shah cam­
paigns. 
Newspaper employees of The 
New York Times and Daily 
News went back to work, ending 
a strike that began on Aug 9. 
A report by the National 
Academy of Sciences states that 
saccharin causes cancer in labo­
ratory animals and is a "low po­
tency" cancer causer in 
humans. 
Nov 7 
Israel has set aside $32.5 mil 
for the expansion of Israeli set­
tlements in the occupied areas 
including the West Bank. 
Deb Gates Receives Indiana 
Best Female Athlete Award 
by Steve Burton 
"I still can't believe it," Deb 
Gates remarked a week after the 
event, "it is something that hap­
pens to someone else, not me. It 
has been a humbling experience 
for me. God is using this in a 
very special way inside me. I 
don't want any personal glory—I 
just want to give God the glory 
for everything He has made pos­
sible for me." Deb received the 
Eleanor St. John Award last Sun­
day evening, October 29th, dur­
ing a banquet held in the 
Indianapolis Ramada Inn. The 
award is named in honor of Elea­
nor St. John who helped found in­
tercollegiate athletics in 
Indiana. The award is presented 
to an outstanding female athlete 
from any college or university, 
large or small, in the state of In­
diana. Each contestant nomi­
nated by her school is judged on 
the basis of academic scholar­
ship, athletic participation, and 
athletic leadership. 
Deb, who is an Upland native 
and Eastbrook High School grad­
uate, carries a 3.8 GPA here at 
Taylor. While in high school she 
participated in volleyball, bas­
ketball, and track. As a Taylor 
athlete, she has been a member 
of the Trojane Volleyball team, 
and was awarded the Most Valu­
able Player and Most Improved 
Player awards. She is also a 
member of the Trojane Softball 
team. She is currently serving as 
the Volleyball co-captain, being 
elected by her fellow-players. 
Deb is "a real joy to coach," ac­
cording to Miss Mary Edna 
Glover, one of Deb's coaches, 
"She has the most beautiful spir­
it of any woman we have to work 
with; she wants to learn, and 
takes challenges to do so." 
The award, a plaque, was 
awarded to a small school recipi­
ent for the first time in the 
award's history. Schools enter­
ing contestants were Ball State, 
Goshen College, Franklin Col-
• lege, Indiana University, Purdue 
University, Huntington College, 
Anderson College, Butler Uni­
versity, DePauw University, In­
diana State University, as well 
as Taylor University. This 
award brings a great amount of 
recognition and publicity to Tay­
lor University in the world of 
Hoosier athletics, especially 
since Deb's name will be placed 
in Indiana record books. The ath­
letic department, according to 
Miss Glover, "is very honored to 
have Deb chosen." 
Deb, who is currently student 
teaching at Mississinewa High 
School and Mississinewa Junior 
High School in Gas City, plans to 
enter the teaching profession in 
the area of physical education 
and health curriculum after 
graduation in January. "I love 
teaching and I love people." 
Deb says, "Wherever God 
wants me to teach, I'll go." 
Deb keeps emphasizing to 
people who congratulate her on 
her newest achievement, that 
she wants no personal glory 
from all this, she just wants ev­
eryone to know that God is the 
Lord of her life and "anything I 
am is because of God." 
Gates smiles at the prospect of her recent honor. Photo by Dan Boyd 
Racism Workshop 
Held at Taylor 
"No, I'm not a racist!" Stu­
dents who attended the all-day 
workshop this past Saturday 
learned that they might not indi­
vidually be racists, but, collec­
tively, they are part of a racist 
society. 
The Development of Anti-Ra­
cism workshop was sponsored 
by the Social Work Society. Mr. 
"Dan" Dansbyi a sixty-three 
year old black man, and Mau­
reen Riley, a Caucasian student 
at Marian College in Indianapo­
lis conducted the eight-hour ex­
perience. The training was 
offered by the Indiana Inter-Re­
ligious Commission on Human 
Equality. 
The various activities led the 
participants into an increased 
awareness of what it is to be 
Black in the United States and 
what is to be White in the U.S. 
All of us were made aware that 
racism is not just prejudice or 
stereotyping, though racism in­
cludes racial discrimination, ex­
clusion based on color or color 
differences. Although opportuni­
ties and benefits for blacks have 
increased since civil rights legis­
lation in the 60's, basic assump­
tions and attitudes towards the 
black still exist. And most im­
portantly, students learned that 
basic power structures in our so­
ciety (such as Board of Direc­
tors, Legislators, and County 
Councils) which control much of 
what happens to people are com­
posed mainly of Caucasians who 
have little understanding of or 
negative attitudes toward the 
Black situation. Other minorities 
are affected by these externali­
ties, too, and Christians often do 
little to influence social institu­
tions in our society. 
The workshop concluded by 
challenging participants to think 
of ways that they, individually, 
could become involved in help­
ing to change a "racist" society. 
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Missions interest 
declines at Wheaton 
WHEATON, 111. (CCNS) — 
From 1947 to the mid 1950s, an 
average of nearly 100 graduates 
of Wheaton College each year 
went on to mission fields around 
the world, records indicate. 
From 1973-77, the averge was 
nine per class. 
Wondering why . the "big 
drop," Keith Newell, a student at 
Wheaton, asked Lyle Schrag, di­
rector of the college's Office of 
Christian Outreach, for his com­
ments. Keith wrote an article 
based on Mr. Schrag's remarks 
for the Oct. 27 issue of the Rec­
ord, student newspaper. 
A contributing factor, Mr. 
Schrag said, is disunity among 
campus outreach groups, result­
ing in a weakening of their total 
effectiveness due to competition 
for allegiance among them. 
Another factor is lack of com­
mitment by students, he said. 
Many have an "arm's length 
view of missions." A recent 
Wheaton Graduate School sur­
vey indicated 90 per cent of the 
students are "open" to personal 
involvement in foreign missions, 
he noted. 
"But where is that interest 
evident on campus?" he asked. 
Students also lack "a mature 
world vision," the college offi­
cial believes. He said the ques­
tion, "Why go overseas when 
there are so many needs in our 
own inner cities?" often be­
comes a "cop-out" because the 
biggest and most needy inner cit­
ies are in other countries. 
Yet another reason why fewer 
students are going into foreign 
missions work now is the ab­
sence of a consistent, active fac­
ulty involvement in challenging 
students to become missiona­
ries, he said. 
But the missions "vision" can 
be strengthened, he suggested, 
with "a sincere desire and com­
mitment to ambitious and ag­
gressive prayer" in student 
prayer groups held on campus 
throughout the week. 
"Prayer bands have tradi­
tionally provided the focus and 
the spawning ground for interest 
and involvement in missions for 
the college student," he said. 
The great missions move­
ments of Wheaton's past were 
characterized by an attitude of 
urgency, he said, suggesting that 
students today can also be chal­
lenged to adopt the attitude of 
Wheaton students in an earlier 
period, expressed in this state­
ment: "If we do not act in behalf 
of the biblical cause, no one 
will!" 
HEW Awards $6.7 
Million to Students 
HEW's Office of Education 
today announced the award of 
$6.7 million to help students bet­
ter prepare for careers. The 68 
career education grants and con­
tracts call for educators and 
members of business, labor, and 
industry to work together to 
make school more relevant to 
the working world. 
The awards went to state de­
partments of education, public 
school districts, colleges, univer­
sities, and non-profit agencies in 
29 states, the District of Colum­
bia, and the Virgin Islands. 
More than two-thirds of the 
projects will focus on students 
ranging from kindergarten 
through the university level, the 
handicapped, gifted and tal­
ented, minority and low-income 
youth, and adults in community 
settings. The remaining projects 
will seek to reduce sex stereo­
typing in career choices, train 
persons who work in career edu­
cation, and support the produc­
tion of films, print materials, 
conferences, and seminars that 
explain career education. 
For example, the Center for 
Rehabilitation and Manpower 
Services at the University of 
Maryland received a $98,478 
grant to develop materials on ca­
reer possibilities for mentally re-
t a r d e d  i n d i v i d u a l s .  T h e  
materials will help students de­
cide what kind of work they 
would like to do and then provide 
information about the various 
types of jobs. Emphasis will be 
placed on careers that are non-
traditional, yet fully within the 
capabilities of the students. 
The Children's Art Carnival 
of Harlem, New York, received 
$150,000 to introduce low-income 
minority youth, aged 8-18, to ca­
reer education through the crea­
tive arts. Teenagers in the 
program will have an opportuni­
ty to explore career options and 
prepare for employment or fur­
ther education in a broad range 
of careers in the communication 
arts. 
Under a $124,261 grant, facul­
ty at Murray State University in 
Kentucky will train teachers and 
prospective teachers to design 
career education programs for 
handicapped students. The grant 
also will fund a national confer­
ence on teacher education ef­
forts in this area to be held in 
1979. 
Trident Technical College in 
Charleston, S.C., will use its $90,-
000 grant to provide college 
women with information about 
and access to the male-domi­
nated fields of engineering tech­
nology and industrial crafts. The 
college also will produce a slide-
tape presentation to make the 
public aware of the demand for 
women in these non-traditional 
careers. 
Career education grants are 
funded under the Special Pro­
jects Act of the Education 
Amendments of 1974. 
Whatever happened to the T.U. marquis? See story next week. 
Photo by Doug Taylor 
Students Selected for 
Taylor Programming Team 
After several on-campus com­
petitions involving one dozen stu­
dents a team of four student 
programmers has been selected 
to compete in the fifth regional 
programming competition in 
FORTRAN. This competition 
will be held on Saturday, Novem­
ber 18, at Kent State University. 
Some favorites will include 
Michigan State and Purdue Uni­
versity, who have always fin­
ished 1st and 2nd in this region. 
Other tough com-petitors will in­
clude Ohio State, Case Western 
Reserve, Rose-Hulman College 
and Hope College. The top two 
placing teams will move on to 
the nationals in 1978 
Taylor's team this year will 
be lead by junior Gregg Little of 
Findley, Ohio. Other strong fin­
ishers in the preliminary compe-
t i t i o n  a t  T a y l o r  w e r e  
sophomores Stan Rishel of Pitts­
burgh, Michigan and Dave 
Woodall from Marengo, Illinois. 
The final member of the top four 
team is Dave Bradtmueller from 
Ft. Wayne, Indiana. Corey Wal­
ler of Hillsborough, Calif, is the 
alternate member. All are com­
puter science majors. 
The team has been practicing 
regularly and is probably the 
best drilled team Taylor has 
ever entered. Although having 
no previous inter-collegiate 
FORTRAN competition experi­
ence, Dave Woodall and Stan 
Rishel were both members of 
Taylor's third place regional 
BASIC team last spring. 
This competition is extremely 
difficult for the following rea­
sons: 
A) Taylor does little with FOR­
TRAN anymore since the lan­
guage holds little interest 
b) Taylor no longer uses cards 
for input, preferring to go to 
interactive mode for speed 
and convenience 
c) Some teams consist partly or 
mostly of graduate students. 
Nevertheless, adviser Wally 
Roth indicates that Taylor has 
been an extremely competitive 
team on most occasions in the 
past, and should be a darkhorse 
with this team again this year. 
The next regional BASIC 
competition will be held at Rose-
Hulman or Taylor next spring. 
Open competition will be held on 
campus beginning early in the 
second semester, and will be an­
nounced to the students at that 
time. Taylor hosted this BASIC 
competition the last two years 
and has received national recog­
nition for this sponsorship. 
Computer Helps College Finance 
STANFORD, Calif. (CH) A 
tight interlock between tuition 
rates, salary increases, and pro­
gram improvements has turned 
up in Stanford U. studies on how 
computer modeling helps college 
administrators deal with the fis­
cal futures of their institutions. 
The two Stanford experts say 
computor modeling is not a pan­
acea for curing all universities' 
financial ills, but rather it is an 
art. What works well at one insti­
tution may not be well suited to 
another. 
But modeling can help admin­
istrators spot potential fiscal 
problems early, test the validity 
of their basic assumptions, and 
illustrate trade-offs between var­
ious financial decisions. For ex­
ample, a computer model can 
quickly show the impact of hav­
ing a high (or low) ratio of ten­
ured young professors. It can 
also help in showing how dif­
ferent retirement practices 
could affect the future composi­
tion of a college faculty. 
• However, there have been no 
successful efforts to model com­
prehensively the two most cru­
c i a l  d e c i s i o n s  f a c e d  b y  
administrators: the choice of 
disciplines in which an institu­
tion should try to excel, and the 
criteria for evaluating individual 
faculty members for appoint­
ment and promotion. 
I.C.C. Couples Soccer 
by Cindy Griffin 
The Inter-Class Council event 
for the weekend of Nov 10 is cou­
ples soccer. The teams will con­
sist of a minimum of eight to a 
maximum of eleven girl/guy 
couples. There will be twenty-
minute halves and two referees 
from each class. Preliminaries 
will begin at 4:30, Friday, with 
the Freshmen vs. Sophomores 
on the east field, and the Juniors 
vs. Seniors will play on the west 
field. The finals will be held Sat­
urday at 1:00. See you there! 
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Inter-term Offers Opportunities for Travel 
Can Summer Work 
be Exciting? 
by Eileen Enright 
While many Taylor students 
spend the month of January in 
Upland, buried beneath seven 
feet of snow, there are some stu­
dents who receive college credit 
by travelling to other parts of the 
world. 
These trips are arranged by a 
number of departments and 
allow a student to obtain part of 
his education in a different envi­
ronment. The following are some 
of the proposed trips for this 
coming January. 
• Seniors in the Business-
Economics Department are 
planning to travel to Chicago, 111. 
as they have for a number of 
years in the past. Because of the 
nature of Chicago, this trip of­
fers a unique view of a cosmopol­
itan area, consisting of many 
aspects found in the business 
economic world. Due to the in­
creasing number of business ma­
jors, this trip has become 
increasingly difficult to finance 
and now requires a bus for trans­
portation. 
Time in Chicago will be spent 
visiting a variety of businesses; 
including financial, manufactur­
ing, non-profit, and Christian or­
ganizations. Some of the specific 
organizations to be visited are 
McDonald's International Head­
quarters, Union Carbide, and the 
Mercantile Exchange. 
This trip attempts to offer stu­
dents something to use beyond 
school and since it's the last time 
business majors are all together 
as a class, it usually proves to be 
a time of fun and sharing. 
• Economics majors will go 
to Washington D.C. There they 
spend seven days hearing a vari­
ety of seminars. These seminars 
will focus on economic policy 
and include trips to the Com­
merce Department, the AFL-
CIO, and perhaps the State 
Department. 
• The Chemistry Department 
is planning a workshop at Au-
Sauble for four days during In-
terterm. This workshop will be 
focusing on Medical Ethics. 
•  T h e  C o m m u n i c a t i o n  
Theatre Arts Department is of­
fering a course in Contemporary 
English Theatre. This four-hour 
class will travel to England with 
Linda Haubold and stay for two 
weeks. The majority of time will 
be spent in London and there stu­
dents will see several plays. 
Among the places they will visit 
is Stratford-on-Avon, Shake­
speare's birthplace. 
• The Modern Language de­
partment has a Spanish group 
planning a trip to Mexico. This 
trip, led by Dr. Phil Jones, has a 
limit of 20 students. 
The trip includes visits to 
such places as Mexico City, 
Taxco, Cuernavaco, and Acapul-
co. The general format for the 
trip involves morning Spanish 
lessons and afternoons spent see­
ing some of the cities' attrac­
tions. 
• The Music Department, in 
cooperation with Marion College 
and Spring Arbor College has ar­
ranged a Fine Arts tour of Eu­
rope, which will leave Chicago 
Dec 30 and returns Jan 23. This 
trip is being led by Mrs. Ardelia 
Williams, professor of Art at 
Marion College. Mrs. Williams 
has been granted two Fulbright 
Scholarships to Italy, and this 
coming January tour will be her 
eighth. 
A group of 11 Taylor students, 
6 Marion students, and 6 Spring 
Arbor students will go to Paris, 
France for 8 days. From France 
they will travel to Italy. The ma­
jority of the tour will be in Italy 
at Rome, Venice, and Milan. A 
short trip into Germany is 
planned in order to take in an im­
portant piece of historical Art, in 
the Grunewald Altar Piece. 
This trip, primarily a visual 
arts tour, but there are some 
musical events on the agenda, 
should prove to be a true learn­
ing experience. 
• The Political Science de­
partment has planned a program 
in cooperation with the Ameri­
can Studies Program which in­
cludes three other Christian 
Colleges: Messiah, Bethel, and 
Westmont. 30 students from 
these colleges are headed for 
Washington D.C. 
This senior Capstone at­
tempts to give an understanding 
of the interrelationship between 
Christianity and politics. 
The course involves quite a 
bit of reading and also meetings 
with Christian politicians. Some 
of the people they will be meet­
ing with are Senator Hatfield of 
Oregon, and Richard Lugar of 
Indiana. 
The group will be staying at 
Thompson Markward Hall, a 
YWCA which is located in the 
center of Washington D.C. 
• The Sociology/Social Work 
Dept. is taking their capstone 
group through the Southeast to 
Florida. The first stop the group 
will make is in Cherokee coun­
try. Here they will spend some 
time on a reservation among the 
Indians. 
From this relatively devel­
oped area, the group will travel 
to Tampa, Florida. This urban 
center will offer the group some 
experience with inner city prob­
lems. 
The group has some recrea­
tion planned in the way of a day 
on the beach and a day in Disney 
World. 
From Florida, the group will 
return through Atlanta, Georgia. 
This city has been called the 
most progressive urban center 
in the South. Here, and through­
out the trip, the group will be 
contacting various Social Work 
agencies and city government 
organizations. 
• The Systems Dept. is plan­
ning a trip through various 
Northeastern cities. The first 
stop on the agenda is Boston. 
Here they will stay with parents 
of former Taylor students, and 
attend four lectures from Har­
vard faculty. The class will also 
see some of the historical sights 
in Boston. 
The next stop for the System 
group will be New York. There 
they will stay 5 days in a Method­
ist Church pastored by Rev. 
Thompson. The New York lec­
tures will include a meeting with 
Lehman Brothers Co. who in­
vests Taylor's Endowment. 
The last stop for the Systems 
class is Washington. Here they 
will meet with various Congress­
man and tour various Washing­
ton buildings. 
• Finally, Wandering Wheels 
has two Interterm trips planned. 
The 1st trip is planned as a hik­
ing rather than biking trip with a 
group of 48 going to Israel. Stu­
dents can obtain credit for Bib 
Lit II in either History or Geog­
raphy of Holy Lands. 
They will leave Jan 5 from 
Chicago, spend a day in London, 
and from there fly to Tel Aviv. 
The group will visit Jerusalem, 
the Dead Sea, Jerico, Nazareth 
and Bethlehem. They will return 
Jan 28. 
The second trip Wheels has 
planned is a bike trip in Florida 
from Jan 2-25. On this trip, credit 
is available in P.E. and there is 
offered a History Practicum and 
an independent study. The thrust 
of the trip will be singing and 
sharing with various churches 
throughout Florida. 
The Wheels bus will take the 
group to Jacksonville, Florida 
and from there travel down the 
coast of Florida to Miami, across 
the Everglades, and then up the 
gulf coast to Tampa where 
they'll be picked up. 
Taylor University offers in 
these programs an experience 
that is more than a class. It is an 
opportunity to learn through a 
"real world" situation and would 
be of benefit to anyone who has 
the opportunity to go! 
by Mary Scherer 
When students return to Tay­
lor in the fall, one of the most 
common responses to the ques­
tion, "How was your summer 
work?" is, "It was really bor­
ing." Complaints about monoto­
ny, lack of challenge, and lack of 
success in witnessing to fellow 
employees are often heard. But 
did you know that it's possible to 
do summer work that's exciting, 
challenging AND fruitful in 
yours and others Christian 
growth? It's even possible to 
travel in areas of the world 
you've always dreamed about, 
without depleting your savings 
account! Wonderfully novel ex­
periences can be found when you 
give all or part of your vacation 
to Summer of Service openings. 
Last year, Taylor students 
ministered all over the United 
States and in six continents. 
Through various agencies, they 
worked in camps, schools, 
beaches, and churches. Special 
talents in such fields as lan­
guages, athletics, music, manual 
labor, and teaching were viti-
lized. Through a variety of expe­
riences, they saw God at work 
dynamically changing lives; 
they experienced firsthand the 
truth of Matthew 6:33, in that 
God does indeed provide all the 
needs of those who seek Him 
above all else. 
The spiritual needs of our 
world are evident, as we read 
statistics and newspaper head­
lines. As we hear that half the 
world has never even seen a Gos­
pel tract, and that several coun­
tries exist today which have NO 
known Christians, many of us ac­
knowledge the aptness of Scrip­
tural calls to share the Gospel. 
What, then is God's particular 
calling to us as individuals? For 
some, it may be to remain in 
their hometowns, reflecting 
Jesus' love at work, in their fam­
ily, and in church. By their pray­
ers, spiritual battles are won so 
that God's message may be free­
ly preached and received. They 
can also support the Kingdom by 
writing encouraging letters to 
friends, and by financial giving. 
In fact, without their support, 
many programs would cease to 
exist. But this year God also 
wants to send out many laborers 
of the Harvest. Niches can be 
found which utilize a person's in­
dividual abilities, yet God has a 
place for those who feel they 
lack special talents, for God still 
esteems "availability" more 
than ability. Lack of finances 
need not be a hindrance; one of 
the great experiences of Sum­
mer of Service is seeing God 
prove Philippians 4:19 to be true, 
as He supplies the needed funds 
through prayer partners and 
other ways. 
Summer of Service exists to 
help Taylor Students take care of 
necessary details in serving the 
Lord in the U.S. or overseas. For 
more information, contact Mrs. 
Hill, Tim Maybray, or other 
Summer of Service Cabinet 
members. 




by Martha Okumu 
"Saving the soul of the Black 
Community" was the theme for 
this year's 5th annual National 
Black Christian Student's Con­
ference, held in Chicago, Oct 26-
28. 
Dr. Hycel B. Taylor of Gar­
rett Evangelical Theological 
Seminary began the mood of the 
conference by speaking on "The 
State of the Race." From a sta­
tistical point of view based on 
unemployment, college enroll­
ment, public school systems, and 
family status, one can see there 
is still a great deal of suffering 
and exploitation and things still 
look gloomy and dark for the 
black community. This can be 
very discouraging to the upcom­
ing generation as statistics de­
fine who you are as a black 
person. Dr. Taylor expressed 
how it is necessary to transcend 
above all this, encouraging stu­
dents and all young people to as­
pire to improve their situation, 
not conforming to what all this 
data tells them about their race; 
if you are told for long enough 
that you will fail, you probably 
will fail. Being transformed 
through Christ, one can realize 
the full potential God has given 
him. He said how making noise 
has little effect by itself. We 
need to cultivate our minds, and 
although the ideology remains 
the same, different methods are 
used to deal with the obstacles 
that come our way. 
This opening speech of en­
couragement to blacks to lean on 
Christ to bring them out of the 
stigmas placed on them was only 
a taste of what the following 
three days was going to be all 
about. The days began with a de­
votional time,, followed by a 
speaker and question and an­
swer time, and various field 
trips (i.e. Rev. Jesse Jackson's 
Operation Push Center and Chi­
cago Library's Black Women's 
exhibit). One of the strong con­
victions held by the committee 
members is that, to better re­
flect on the issues concerning the 
black community, the confer­
ence should be held within the 
CONTEXT of the black commu­
nity, instead of staying some­
where far removed from the 
problems being discussed. 
A good part of each day was 
allotted to in-depth sessions; 
called strategy sessions as op­
posed to workshops because they 
aim at forming definite ideas to 
be implemented when we go 
back to our various communities 
which is in accordance with the 
conferences whole point of stres­
sing "action" versus "too much 
talk." 
The sessions dealt with such 
topics as Black Academic Excel­
lence, Black Art, Black Man/Wo-
m a n  R e l a t i o n s h i p s ,  
Communicating our Faith on 
Campus, Black Theology, Cul­
tural Nationalism, Black Chris­
tian Liberty, and the Black 
Church. The session on Black 
Christian Liberty spoke to the 
lifestyles of today's black gener­
ation which is being challenged 
by the "traditional" Christian 
ethics, values, and standards. 
The group raised issues that are 
not explicitly dealt with in the 
Scriptures such as, "Should a 
black Christian date or marry 
w h i t e ? . . .  r e a d  h i s  h o r o ­
scope?...dress the way he feels 
like dressing?...strive to be 
black in a white community?" 
Also, "How many changes is it 
necessary for a black to go 
through to become a Christian?" 
If no answers were reached, at 
least we were challenged to look 
for answers that are acceptable 
in the context of our faith. 
The session on Cultural Na­
tionalism began with a critique 
of several books followed by dis­
cussion. Questions that always 
arise when one speaks of Black 
Nationalism are whether Afro-
Americans can really be consid­
ered to have a nation of their 
own and how "African" is the 
Afro-American culture? or why 
can't they assimilate into the 
American culture as other ethnic 
groups have or almost have? We 
are continually faced with these 
types of questions, either direct­
ly or indirectly and our frustra-
t i o n  w i t h  t h e  l a c k  o f  
understanding of the Afro-Amer­
ican culture in its entirely is 
often taken for an inability to 
provide an answer. The series of 
discussions were essentially a 
reaffirmation of the positive as­
pects of a culture that had risen 
out of times of great struggle, 
granted that there are certain 
aspects that arose from oppres­
sion, and should therefore be re­
linquished. They also dealt with 
the sensitive subject of whether 
it is right for the Afro-American 
to be a part of a society that ex­
ploits the resources of their cous­
ins, the people of the Third 
World, thereby hampering their 
economic development and fight 
for freedom. 
Mrs. Val Gray Ward, who is 
director of Kuumba Workshop, 
which is a black drama group, 
gave a lecture on what black art 
whould really stand for. She 
pointed out how so much of 
Black Art had contributed very 
little to the liberation struggle, 
liberation economically, social­
ly, and culterally. She also 
stated that instead of "glorify­
ing" the dark side of the black 
community, the arts should ex­
press how things came to be the 
way they are and seek to offer or 
find solutions leading to pro­
gress. Part of the program in­
cluded a visit to Kuumba to see 
the play "Amen Corner" by 
James Baldwin. Mrs. Gray, who 
is herself a dramatist, was excel­
lent, in the part she played and 
after being so starved for a cul­
tural experience the play was 
tremendous. 
The conference as a whole 
was extremely enjoyable as well 
as exciting. I have never seen 
Christians who found so much 
enjoyment out of working and 
studying together as the people 
who participated. So much good 
food, never enough singing and 
beautiful fellowship! I believe 
that what makes this conference 
different from any other is the 
deep sincerity of the brothers 
and sisters working together to 
give their best for a common 
goal, the uplifting of the Black 
Community. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
by Troi Lee, 
If you take approximately 150 
black Christian students from all 
over the United States and you 
assemble the students in a set­
ting that many of them are na­
tive to, what are the results? My 
guess is that the situation would 
greatly resemble the National 
Black Christian Students Confer­
ence (N.B.C.S.C.). Five Taylor 
students attended the fifth annu­
al conference last weekend. If a 
person has never witnessed the 
jubilation of a black celebration, 
the conference would have been 
an experience. However, those 
of us who know the fruits of 
black expression know the con­
ference was Utopia.. 
The conference allowed those 
of us who attended a chance to 
hear and grow from many lead­
ers in the black community 
today. The N.B.C.S.C. is exactly 
what the name suggests. It is a 
national organization that is de­
signed to help black Christian 
students to excel on Christian 
campuses. The conference is to­
tally funded by the black com­
munity and is held in inner city 
Chicago for four days. 
The entire dream of the 
N.B.C.S.C. came from Dr. Ruth 
Bently of Chicago. Dr. Bently 
saw a need for an organization 
that would unite black Christian 
college students nationwide and 
thus the dream became a reali-




For the fifth consecutive 
year, the N.B.C.S.C. has been a 
success; but, once again the con­
ference is over and we have all 
r e t u r n e d  t o  s c h o o l .  T h e  
N.B.C.S.C. committee is already 
planning next year's conference. 
I can only hope that a portion of 
the conference spirit has come 
back to school with its members. 
If this has happened, the true 
spirit of the conference will 
dwell in our hearts and spread to 
our souls and be everpresent in 
our actions. This is why we as­
semble in Chicago every year to 
find the part of our ever chang­
ing selves that was left there the 
year before. 
At the turn of the century, a 
young man, tired of farming life, 
left his home in Sweden and 
came to New York City to make 
cabinets for Steinway pianos. 
Many years later, when his 
grandson, Alan Winquist, began 
to look for a topic on which to 
write his doctoral dissertation, 
his advisor at New York Univer-
stiy pointed out that while many 
scholars have studied Scandina­
vians in America, nobody had 
yet done any significant re­
search into the thousands of 
Swedish and Norwegian immi­
grants to South Africa. Winquist, 
already knowledgeable in mod­
ern European history, accepted 
the challenge, and in 1974, he left 
for three months of research in 
South Africa, little suspecting 
that his labors would result in a 
book with one of South Africa's 
reputable publishers. 
His study there was not unlike 
detective work. Much of his in­
formation was discovered by 
looking for Nordic-sounding 
names in "Who's Who in South 
Africa". The members of high 
society contacted in this way 
were very eager to help, and 
Alan Winquist says he was often 
invited into luxurious homes for 
dinner. "It's a nice way to write 
a dissertation." Winquist's re­
search did not end in South Afri­
ca. By the time he was finished, 
in addition to the three months in 
South Africa, he had spent two 
months in Sweden and Denmark, 
a month in London, and a few 
days in Rhodesia. He had studied 
in the national archives and li­
braries of four countries. In 1975, 
Winquist finished writing the dir-
sertation, before shipping it off 
to New York University. Alan 
Winquest was awarded his doc­
torate in February of 1976. 
After Dr. Winquist had been 
in contract with a South African 
journal, the editors suggested 
that Ealkema Publishers in 
Capetown might like to publish 
his dissertation as a book. Balke-
ma has been producing a series 
on ethnic groups in South Africa. 
This summer Dr. Winquist's 
book was published. The text ba­
sically follows the dissertation, 
except that the last two chapters 
were omitted. Now the book ends 
with the end of the Boer War, in 
1902, instead of 1948, the cut-off 
date of the original manuscript. 
During this century, South Af­
rica has adopted a policy, called 
apartheid, of official racial seg­
regation and discrimination, es­
pecially since 1948, when the 
present government came to 
power. Dr. Winquist says force­
fully, "I am opposed to appar-
theid." Though the book was a 
social, cultural, and economic 
study rather than a political 
commentary, the publisher de­
cided to omit a section mention­
ing the opposition of modern 
Scandinavian governments to 
apartheid. 
Dr. Winquist has since been 
continuing his interest in African 
affairs through a program in 
which Taylor professors speak to 
local civic and religious groups. 
Dr. Winquist's top is America's 
policy in contemporary Africa. 
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Cont. from last week 
Because instant and credible 
information has to be given, it 
becomes necessary to resort to 
guesswork, rumors and supposi­
tions to fill in the voids, and none 
6n them will ever be rectified, 
they will stay on in the readers' 
memory. How many hasty, im­
mature, superficial and mislead­
ing judgments are expressed 
every day, confusing readers, 
without any verification? The 
press can both simulate public 
opinion and miseducate it. 
Thus, we may see terrorists 
heroized, or secret matters, per­
taining to one's nation's defense, 
publicly revealed, or we may 
witness shameless intrusion on 
the privacy of well-known people 
under the slogan: "Everyone is 
entitled to know everything." 
But this is a false slogan, char­
acteristic of a false era: people 
also have the right not to know, 
and it is a much more valuable 
one. The right not to have their 
divine souls stuffed with gossip, 
nonsense, vain talk. A person 
who works and leads a meaning­
ful life does not need this exces­
sive, burdening flow of informa­
tion. 
Hastiness and superficiality 
are the psychic disease of the 
20th century and more than any­
where else this disease is re­
flected in the press. In-depth 
analysis of a problem is anathe­
ma to the press. It stops at sen­
sational formulas. 
Such as it is, however, the 
press has become the greatest 
power within the western coun­
tries, more powerful than the 
legislature, the executive and 
the judiciary. One would then 
like to ask: By what law has it 
been elected and to whom is it 
responsible? In the communist 
East, a journalist is frankly ap­
pointed as a state official. But 
who has granted western jour­
nalists their power, for how long 
a time, and with what preroga­
tives? 
There is yet another surprise 
for someone coming from the 
East where the press is rigorous­
ly unified: one gradually discov­
ers a common trend of 
preferences within the western 
press as a whole. It is a fashion; 
there are generally accepted 
patterns of judgment and there 
may be common corporate inter­
ests, the sum effect being not 
competition, but unification. 
Enormous freedom exists for 
the press, but not for the reader­
ship, because newspapers most­
ly give enough stress and 
emphasis to those opinions 
which do not too openly contra­
dict their own and the general 
trend. 
Without any censorship, in the 
West fashinable trends of 
thought and ideas are carefully 
separated from those which are 
not fashionable; nothing is for­
bidden, but what is not fashiona­
ble will hardly ever find its way 
into periodicals or books or be 
heard in colleges. 
Legally your researchers are 
free, but they are conditioned by 
the fashion of the day. There is 
no open violence such as in the 
East; however, a selection dic­
tated by fashion and the need to 
match mass standards frequent­
ly prevent independent-minded 
people from giving their contri­
bution to public life. There is a 
dangerous tendency to form a 
herd, shutting off successful de­
velopment. 
fashionable trends 
This gives birth to strong 
mass prejudices, to blindness, 
which is most dangerous in our 
dynamic era. There is, for in­
stance, a self-deluding interpre­
tation of the contemporary world 
situation. It works as a sort of a 
petrified armor around people's 
minds. Human voices from 17 
countries of Eastern Europe and 
Eastern Asia connot pierce it. It 
will only be broken by the piti­
less crowbar of events. 
It is almost universally recog­
nized that the West shows all the 
world a way to successful eco­
nomic development, even though 
in the past years it has been 
strongly disturbed by chaotic in­
flation. However, many people 
living in the West are dissatis­
fied with their own society. They 
despise it or accuse it of not 
being up to the level of maturity 
attained by mankind. A number 
of such critics turn to socialism, 
which is false and dangerous 
current. 
I hope that no one present will 
suspect me of offering my per­
sonal criticism of the western 
system to present socialism as 
an alternative. Having experi­
enced applied socialism in a 
country where the alternative 
has been realized, I certainly 
will not speak for it. But should 
someone ask me whether I would 
indicate the West such as it is 
today as a model to my country, 
frankly, I would have to answer 
negatively. No, I could not rec­
ommend your socity in its pre­
sent state as an ideal for the 
transformation of ours. 
to be cont. next week 
S. ZJ.R. Presents.•• 
by Phil Sommerville 
Tonight, S.U.B. is again spon­
soring Rollerskating at Idyl 
Wyld, starting at 10:15. Roller-
skating is one of the most en­
joyable events we sponsor, and 
is a great opportunity for mak­
ing new friends. Be sure you 
come and enjoy yourself at Idyl 
Wyld tonight. The cost is still 
only $1, and vans will leave at 
9:30 for 25. Please try to find 
your own transportation, as 
rides are limited. 
Tomorrow night will be Mike 
Warnke. Who is Mike Warnke? If 
you don't know you didn't read 
my article last week! Mike 
Warnke is a top-notch Christian 
comedian who has come out of a 
background of drugs and Satan 
worship, being an ex-Satanic 
High Priest. Warnke has a solid 
message to tell, but the great 
thing is that he mixes lots of 
laughs in without destroying 
what he has to say. You will real­
ly enjoy hearing Mike Warnke 
tomorrow night in the 
Chapel/Auditorium at 8:15. 
Next Wednesday, I am 
pleased to announce, that Robin 
Murphy will be in concert in the 
Chapel/Auditorium. God has 
gifted Robin with a wonderful 
voice and Robin uses that talent 
to glorify God. I have heard 
Robin sing many times and I 
love listening to her sing. You 
will really receive a special 
blessing if you attend Robin's 
concert on Wednesday night at 
8:15. No admission will be charg­
ed. 
Friday night will be the ladies 
opportunity to get the dates they 
always complain about not hav­
ing. Yes, ladies, Friday night 
S.U.B. is sponsoring a "turna­
bout party" where the girls 
MUST ask the guys. The party 
will be for couples only, and will 
start at 9 p.m. in the Union, 
which will be specially reserved. 
The cost will only be $1 per cou­
ple. The party will include a cof­
fee house, mini-concert, game, 
and good fellowship. S.U.B. is 
trying to provide opportunities 
for students to have some good, 
fun fellowship, and to build new 
friendships, and we feel that this 
turnabout party will be an excel­
lent opportunity for students to 
do this. So, ladies, start choosing 
your man for the party on one 
week from this very day! 
Aging Workshop to be Held on Monday 
"The Emotional Realities of 
Late Life" will be the topic of 
workshop for professionals to be 
held this coming Monday from 12 
noon until 4 p.m. in the main 
banquet room of the dining com­
mons. The workshop is being 
sponsored by the Sociology/So­
cial Work Department under the 
leadership of Social Work facul­
ty. Mr. Jim Murphy, ACSW con­
sultant with the Wabash Valley 
Mental Health Center, La­
fayette, Indiana, will be the 
workshop leader. A registration 
fee of $12.50 will be charged for 
this workshop. At 5:30 Mr. Mur­
phy will be meeting informally 
over dinner with social work ma­
jors. At 7 p.m. a special presen­
tation on "Working with the 
Aged" will be held in SL 103. 
This is free of charge and open to 
all members of the Taylor com­
munity. All students, faculty, ad­
ministration and -staff are urged 
to attend this informative ses­
sion. 
Faculty who would like to 
participate in the professional 
workshop can do so by calling 
the Social Work Annex, ext. 353 
or 421. 
Indy Circuit 
Cont. from page 9. 
Browning, Nov 10 and 11 at 8:30 
pm. Clowes Memorial Hall. Call 
924-1267 for Ticket information. 
Big Bird Lollipop Concerts 
featuring Big Bird (Muppets 
INC) Nov 14 with performances 
at 6, and 7:30. Clowes Memorial 
Hall. Call 924-1267 for ticket info. 
Art as Propagandaan educa­
tional exhibit at the Indianapolis 
Art League. Continuing through 
Nov 14. Call 255-2464 for further 
info. 
A History of the American 
Avant-Garde Cinemafilm exhibi­
tion at the Herron School of Art 
Gallery, Indiana University, In­
dianapolis. Wed, Nov 8, at 8 pm. 
Admissinn is free. 923-3651. 
Short Comings 
by Layne "Fidget" Schmidt 
I have been a student at Tay­
lor University for over two 
years. In this time I have be­
come increasingly aware of cer­
tain discriminatory practices 
among students. I am a minority 
student in that my stature does 
not meet the norm of 6'1". 
I will cite some actual inci­
dents for proof. For instance, do 
you realize how humiliating it is 
to ask a taller stranger to reach 
a glass for you at the Dining 
Commons because they were 
stacked too high. Or perhaps 
when you have to ask a date to 
remove her shoes so you can kiss 
her goodnight? 
I encountered my first dis­
criminatory act during my fresh­
man year. I had volunteered to 
give devotions in Fred Luthy's 
infamous Bible Literature I 
class. I stood up to my full stat­
ure of 5 6 to speak. Then some 
clown in the back of the class­
room had the gall to say, "Hey 
Layne, why don't you stand up!" 
The entire class (including Prof. 
Luthy) broke out in laughter. I 
must ask, isn't ANN KIEMEL 
short? 
Do you realize how hard it is 
to find a girl under 5'6" to go out 
with? It really narrows my field. 
Not to mention the comments I 
have received such as: "Could 
e v e r y o n e  p l e a s e  s i t  
down...Layne, you can stand!" 
"Just how tall are you?" "Some 
of my best friends are short." 
"Layne, please stand up." 
"Fidget! Hey little guy!" "Is 
your forefather Zacheus?" 
In a recent wedding I partici­
pated in, I was totally hujiliated. 
When placing people in order for 
snapshots I was asked to stand 
by a Jr. High kid! I'm mad, I'm 
tight, even angry. I feel like box­
ing someone in the knees! Why, 
just think of all the short people 
and their contributions to socie­
ty! Short people unite! They 
may not see us coming but we'll 
make a lot of noise!! 
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Were we playing for God... 
Diane Gabrieison 
Opportunity for special relationships 
Bev and Diane Lillmars 
Performance-offense Brenda Bently 
A  •J 
Winning is not just a score.. 
Winning, Loi 
Learning, Gr 
Coach Janet Lee 
by Coach Janet Lee 
The question has often been 
asked of me, "Why did you leave 
beautiful California to move to 
Indiana and Taylor?" My reply 
is twofold. First, its the place 
where God wants me and where 
He knows I'll be most happy. 
Second, it's the people and not 
the geography that make the 
place. 
Working with the Taylor field 
hockey team has been a rich ex­
perience for me. From preses-
sion camp in August, through the 
State Tournament last weekend, 
the season has been packed with 
challenges, happy moments, dis­
appointments, and opportunities 
to build special relationships. 
The season has been reward­
ing because, we have finished 
with a season record of 9-7 and 
have seen college scoring rec­
ords broken. Yet, is this the sole 
criteria in determining a win­
ning season? 
We have come to realize that 
winning is not just a score, it is 
an attitude. It is the attitude por­
trayed in giving 100% effort in 
everything we did and in playing 
with the attitude with which 
Christ would have displayed. 
There were challenges to this at­
titude. Sometimes, the chal­
lenges came during competition. 
Were we really playing and en­
joying field hockey as if God 
were the only spectator? Or, in­
stead, were we out to beat an op­
ponent and prove that we were 
better than they were. 
During the season, some hard 
lessons had to be learned. Com­
mitment, dedication, and perse­
verance were learned even in the 
face of unexpected trials and de­
spite personal setbacks. Sacri­
fice at having to put aside 
personal desires and self-will for 
the good of the team was a diffi­
cult lesson to be learned. Learn­
ing to view suffering, not as a 
setback, but as an opportunity 
for God to be glorified through 
our weaknesses was still another 
hard lesson. 
Looking at the season in rela­
tionship to field hockey, I have 
seen great improvements in 
skills and executions of strate­
gies. Each player pushed beyond 
her own efforts in order to learn 
and to improve her own playing 
and teamwork. I appreciated 
their "teachability" especially 
since I was a new coach bringing 
new ideas to their experience. 
To look only at the attitudes 
or to look just at the perform­
ance of skills and strategies se-
peratly as a measure of success 
is not accurate. Attitudes and 
performance are interrelated. 
We cannot improve skill-wise if 
we are not committed, and will­
ing to sacrifice and push on, 
when there is nothing left. How 
exciting it is to realize that God 
gives the energy, strength, and 
wisdom to play to our potential. 
3 -C 
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where God wants me and where 
He knows I'll be most happy. 
Second, it's the people and not 
the geography that make the 
place. 
Working with the Taylor field 
hockey team has been a rich ex­
perience for me. From preses-
sion camp in August, through the 
State Tournament last weekend, 
the season has been packed with 
challenges, happy moments, dis­
appointments, and opportunities 
to build special relationships. 
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verance were learned even in the 
face of unexpected trials and de­
spite personal setbacks. Sacri­
fice at having to put aside 
personal desires and self-will for 
the good of the team was a diffi­
cult lesson to be learned. Learn­
ing to view suffering, not as a 
setback, but as an opportunity 
for God to be glorified through 
our weaknesses was still another 
hard lesson. 
Looking at the season in rela­
tionship to field hockey, I have 
seen great improvements in 
skills and executions of strate­
gies. Each player pushed beyond 
her own efforts in order to learn 
and to improve her own playing 
and teamwork. I appreciated 
their "teachability" especially 
since I was a new coach bringing 
new ideas to their experience. 
To look only at the attitudes 
or to look just at the perform­
ance of skills and strategies se-
peratly as a measure of success 
is not accurate. Attitudes and 
performance are interrelated. 
We cannot improve skill-wise if 
we are not committed, and will­
ing to sacrifice and push on, 
when there is nothing left. How 
exciting it is to realize that God 
gives the energy, strength, and 
wisdom to play to our potential. 
or to beat an opponent? 
Bev Lillmars and Kris Heinsman 
Coleen Frank 
Photo by R. Varland 
That the proof of your fci i t:h 
being more precious than gold 
which is perishable, even 
though tested by fire, may be 
found to result in praise and 
glory and honor at the revela­
tion of Jesus Christ! 
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Staff Editorial 
Students Should Consider Their Position on Racism 
Before one can make efforts 
toward eliminating a racist bias 
Jin his life, he must understand 
precisely what racism is. The 
(U.S. Commission of Civil Rights 
!in RACISM IN AMERICA AND 
vHOW TO COMBAT IT, offers the 
[following definition: Racism is 
|''any attitude, action or institu­
tional structure which subordi­
nates a person or group because 
iof their color . . . Racism is not 
ljust a matter of attitudes; ac­
tions and industrial structures 
'can also be a form of racism." 
j Dr. Delmo Delia-Dora further 
jclarifies by saying: "Racism is 
Idifferent from racial prejudice, 
'hatred, or discrimination. Ra-
Icism involves having the power 
ito carry out systematic discrimi­natory practices through the 
major institutions of our socie­
ty." 
Pat A. Bidol, in DEVELOP­
ING NEW PERSPECTIVES ON 
RACE, 'sums' it up with the 
equation "Power + Prejudice = 
Racism." 
Perhaps it could be helpful 
also to determine what a racist 
society is and who actually is a 
racist. "A racist society is one in 
which social policies, proce­
dures, decisions, habits and acts 
do in fact subjugate a race of 
people and permit another race 
to maintain control over 
them...No society will distribute 
social benefits in a perfectly 
equitable way. But no society 
need use race as a criterion to 
determine who will be rewarded 
and who punished. Any nation 
which permits race to affect 
those who benefit from social 
policies is a racist." (from IN­
STITUTIONAL RACISM IN 
AMERICA) 
A racist, in turn then, accord­
ing to EDUCATION AND RA­
CISM, is "all white individuals in 
our society ...Even if whites are 
totally free from conscious ra­
cial prejudices, they remain rac­
ists, for they receive benefits 
distributed by a white racist so­
ciety through its institutions. 
Our institutional and cultural 
processes are so arranged as to 
automatically benefit whites, 
just because they are white." 
"It is essential for whites to 
recognize that they receive most 
of these racist benefits automat­
ically, unconsciously, and unin­
tentionally." 
Below are some examples of 
where racism creeps into our 
daily lives: 
1. Teacher to Indian and/or 
Chicano child: "For your own 
good you will be punished if I 
ever hear you usinq any lan­
guage but English in class." 
2. A store clerk suspects that 
Black children in his store want 
to steal candy but that white 
children want to buy candy. He 
treats the Black children as 
probable delinquents and the 
whites as probable customers. 
3. A suburban community 
passes a zoning law prohibiting 
low-cost multiple dwelling hous­
ing. Its official reason is to pre­
vent over crowding, but the 
effect is to prevent minorties 
from moving to areas where in 
dustry is expanding and jobs arc 
available. 
4. Textbooks which teach: 
Columbus "discovered" Ameri 
ca... The pioneers "settled" the 
West ...and have a chapter on 
"The Negro Problem," "The In­
dian Problem," but never on 
"The White Problem." 
Is racism a by-product of ma­
jority distinction and segrega 
tion? Can racism be eliminated, 
or is it bound to stay due to its in­
tegral relationship in our socie­
ty? We should each attempt to 
evaluate these statements and 
make changes in our life-style 
where we see inconsistency 
SOURCE: (VIEWPOINT, News­
letter Series for Classroom Use) 
July, 1978. 
Letters to the Editor 
To the Editor: 
I would like to comment on an 
item in the SGO minutes of Nov 
2, 1978.1 am glad to see that the 
president of SGO, Tim Martin, is 
concerning himself with such 
relevant topics as the advertis­
ing of R-rated movies in THE 
ECHO. It is my hope that he will 
continue his crusade on the be­
half of the students against that 
wicked monster—compromise. 
Dellenbeck Speaks 
WHEATON, 111. (CCNS) — 
Ways of challenging students to 
heightened Christian service 
was the theme of a meeting at 
Wheaton College Oct. 23-24 of of­
ficials from five Christian Col­
lege Consortium member 
schools and Dr. John Dellen-
back, consortium president. 
The officials "compared ex­
periences and ideas of these five 
colleges in the area of infusing 
students with the concept of 
Christian service," Dr. Dellen-
back said. 
Participants include Curtis 
Hansen, Bethel College, St. Paul, 
Minn.; Richard Bareiss, Hough­
ton College, Houghton, N.Y.; 
Stephen Doles, Taylor Universi­
ty, Upland, Ind.; Gordon Aesch-
liman, Westmont College, Santa 
Barbara, Calif.; and Lyle 
Schrag, Wheaton College. 
Think, if you can, about the re­
lated topics from which we need 
to be protected: the study of war 
and politics in our history curric­
ulum; the study of "questiona­
ble" literature, i.e. THE 
CANTERBURY TALES, much 
of Shakespeare, and DOCTOR 
ZHIVAGO, from our English 
curriculum; and, of course, the 
whole of our business and eco­
nomics departments. Obviously, 
the presence of these subjects, 
and many others, indicates that 
we, the Taylor community, advo­
cate all that is involved with 
them. We are, therefore, com­
promising our values. President 
Martin, I—and surely everyone 
whom you represent are proud of 
the work you are doing. Keep it 
up. (By the way, how was Bourbon 
St.)? 
K. William Rhodehamel 
Dear Editor: 
In times of trouble and anxie­
ty I am always thankful to God 
for His uplifting of my broken 
spirit. However, with the person­
al anxieties that I have gone 
through in the past couple of 
weeks, I am particularly thank­
ful. And it is in the spirit of 
thankfulness and humility that I 
now write this letter. 
First, I wish to apologize to 
the many people who have come 
in contact with me over the past 
2-3 weeks. I realize that my atti­
tudes and actions were not al­
ways the best. There is really no 
reason to allow one's personal 
problems to affect others, or to 
be taken out on others. But I did, 
and I am sorry. 
Perhaps, if I explain what 
was going on in my life you can 
better understand my attitudes 
and actions. Some of you know 
that I am engaged to be mar­
ried; and that the plans for the 
wedding were set for December 
29, 1978. What happened is that 
my fiancee's parents now feel 
"uneasy" about our getting mar­
ried at this time. Of course, I 
was looking forward to getting 
married then, and a change of 
the date was personally defeat­
ing and emotionally depressing. 
These are the feelings that dis­
turbed my "normal state of 
mind." Now that the decision 
has been made to postpone the 
wedding to a yet undetermined 
date, I feel that a great burden 
has been lifted from me, and my 
attitudes have returned to nor­
mal. I have no doubt that we will 
still be married, but the timing 
was just not the Lord's. 
Second, I would like to take 
this time to thank the many peo­
ple who have been patient of, un­
derstanding towards, and 
praying for and with me 
throughout all of this. I would 
like to say thanks to: my fellow 
P.A.'s in Wengatz Hall, to the 
guys on First West Wengatz, my 
professors, and my fellow work­
ers at the Wengatz Hall Desk. I 
would also like to add a special 
thanks to some special people, 
who have really aided and com-
for-ted me in these last days: 
Pastor Hill, Dr. Muzik, Tim Her­
mann, Phil Whybrew, Dennis 
Baum, Scott Ellenberger, and 
Randy Shields. 
I learned a lot about myself, 
others, and God over the last 
several weeks. And I am truly 
sorry for my poor attitudes and 
actions; as well as, being thank­
ful to God and others. 
In Christ's love, Rich Bailey 
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STEPPIN OUT 
Hale and Wilder 
Perform in Sacred Concert 
Robert Hale, leading bass-
baritone with the New York City 
Opera Company, and Dean Wild­
er, Director of Vocal Studies at 
William Jewel College, of Liber­
ty, Missouri, will be presented in 
sacred concert on Friday, Nov 10 
at 8:15 pm in the Milo Rediger 
ChapelAuditorium. 
The unique artistry of Robert 
Hale and Dean Wilder, and their 
deeply moving interpretation of 
sacred classics, hymns and spiri­
tuals has been enthusiastically 
acclaimed from coast to coast. 
In addition to their individual 
performances in opera, oratorio, 
with symphony orchestras, and 
recital, Hale and Wilder have 
toured together internationally 
presenting sacred concerts with 
Ovid Young, their accompianist 
and arranger, in more than 1,800 
appearances since 1966. Togeth­
er they have created a new di­
mension of music combining 
powerful, yet sensitive musical 
artistry with a deeply spiritual 
impact. 
Hale has become one of the 
most sought-after singers of both 
the opera and concert stages 
across the nation. As leading 
baritone of the New York City 
Opera, this fine American singer 
has been applauded in most of 
the leading roles including BAR­
BER OF SEVILLE, DON GIO­
V A N N I ,  F I G A R O ,  a n d  
CARMEN, to name a few. For 
the past few years he has sung 
with the New York Company 
during their Los Angeles and 
Washington, D.C. seasons. 
Hale is equally at home in a 
wide range of material and has 
appeared with many of the coun­
try's major orchestras including 
the'symphonies of Boston, Phila­
delphia, Chicago, and Toronto, 
among others. 
Hale's breadth of perform­
ance ability has taken him to re­
cital halls across the country, 
and his latest European tour in­
cluded appearances at the Berg-
er festival in Norway, the 
Lausanne festival and the Bor­
deaux festival in France. In 1979 
Hale will appear with Beverly 
Sills on national T.V. in a world 
premiere of Gian Carlo Menot-
ti's JUANA LA LOCA. 
Wilder, Director of Vocal 
Studies at William Jewell Col­
lege, is not only an acknowl­
edged concert artist, but well 
known as an outstanding teacher 
of voice. Prior to his present po­
sition, he held the appointment 
of Head of the Voice Department 
at Westminster Choir College. 
He has previously served on the 
faculty of the New England Con­
servatory of Music and Boston 
University. Wilder also conducts 
workshops and master classes 
on vocal production for colleges, 
universities, and church choral 
programs. 
Wilder received professional 
training in Opera from such 
names as Boris Goldovsky, Ju­
lius Rudel, and Thomas Martin; 
Book Review The Mark 
of the Christian 
by Teri Rakestraw 
What is it that distinguishes a 
Christian from a non-believer? 
How is the world to know that 
Christians are for real? Francis 
Schaeffer, in his book, THE 
MARK OF THE CHRISTIAN, 
draws out attention toward the 
words of Jesus Christ, which re­
mind us that as Christians our 
distinguishing mark will be our 
love for others. "By this shall 
men know that ye are my dis­
ciples, if ye have love one to an­
other." (John 13:35) 
As one reads this, he may be 
disillusioned with such a pat an­
swer for such ambiguous, far-
reaching questions. But Schaef­
fer has much more to add to his 
initial statement. He systemati­
cally defines who we are to love-
that is, who is considered to be 
our neighbor, and the balance 
that is necessary in our love to­
ward both Christians and non-
Christians. He outlines the need 
for true repentance, forgiveness, 
and oneness among Christians, if 
we are to demonstrate to the 
world our distinguishing mark of 
love. And Schaeffer reminds us 
again and again that Christ has 
given the world the right to 
judge our Christianity on the 
basis of our observable love. 
Schaeffer has used this book 
to make clear and more definite 
Christ's commandment to love, 
which, with much reiteration 
and little explanation, often has 
become frustrating in its gener­
ality. His explanation is geared 
both to individuals and to a body 
of Christians as a whole and 
could provide relevant answers 
toward our goal of accepting and 
obeying Christ's commandment. 
In a world lacking in love, one of 
our priorities should be the de­
veloping of this distinguishing 
mark of love, and Schaeffer's 
book is written in such a way as 
to initiate self-examination in 
this area. 
and has studied art song reper­
toire with John Moriarty and 
Allen Rogers in the U.S. and frau 
Herta Klust in Germany. 
He has performed as leading 
tenor with the New York City 
Opera Company and the Gold­
ovsky Opera Theatre, as well as 
extensive solo performances 
with such conductors as Leonard 
Bernstein, William Steinberg, 
Carlo Maria Guilini and Robert 
Shaw. His active performance 
career includes over one hun­
dred concerts in an average 
year. He has received many 
awards in his field, including a 
Cultural Exchange Citation from 
the Republic of Korea in 1970; 
Outstanding Graduate Award, 
Cascade College, 1966; Outstan­
ding Educators of America, 1974-
75; and has recently received 
mention in the 1975 edition of the 
International WHO'S WHO in 
Music. 
Tickets for their concert will 
be available at the door for $1 
with student I.D. $2 non-student. 
The I 
Circuit 
Grover Washington Jr., Fred­
die Hubbard and Penny White IN 
CONCERT. Nov 11, 8 pm, Indi­
anapolis Convention Center. 
Tickets $8, $7, available at usual 
ticket outlets. 
The Animation Art of Walt 
Disney. Highlighted works from 
Disney feature films, accompa­
nied by programs on animation. 
DeBoest Lecture Hall lobby. In­
dianapolis Museum of Art. 
Through Nov 21. 
Indianapolis Symphony Or­
chestra with guest conductor 
Max Rudolf and pianist John 
Cont. on page 5. 
On Campus 
Activities 
Friday, Nov. 10 
8:15 p.m. 
Hale and Wilder—Singers 
Chapel/Auditorium 
10:15 p.m. 
S.U.B. Roller Skating 
Idyl Wild, Marion 




Robert Hale and Dean Wilder will perform tonight. 
Weekend Movies 
M untie 






















I Midnight Express (R) 
Who's Killing the Great Chefs of Europe (PG) 
III Animal House (R) 
A Message From space (PG) 
B Foul Play (PG) 
Grease (PG) 
I Magic (R) 
They Went That-a-way and That-a-way (PG) 
I Death On the Nile (PG) 
II Wild Geese (PG) 
I Midnight Express (R) 
Who's Killing the Great Chefs of Europe (PG) 
III Sgt. Pepper (PG) 
IV Animal House (R) 
I The Wedding (PG) 
II Hooper (PG) 
III Secrets (R) 
I Foul Play (PG) 
II Animal House (R) 
III A Little Night Music (PG) 
IV The Boys From Brazil (R) 
V The Big Fix (PG) 
VI Magic (R) 
A Straight Time (R) 
B Revenge of the Pink Panther (PG) 
Charles Fizz (R) 
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Inge Hit to be Presented 
William Inge's THE DARK 
AT THE TOP OF THE STAIRS, 
a glance into the lives of the 
Flood family in the early 1920's, 
will be presented by University 
Theatre on Nov 15, 16, 17 and 18 
at 8:15 pm in the Little Theatre. 
The play is under the direction of 
senior Communication & 
Theatre Arts major, Kim Mont­
gomery. 
First produced in New York 
in 1957, and considered by many 
to be Inge's finest play, THE 
DART AT THE TOP OF THE 
STAIRS describes the inner anx­
ieties of the Flood family who 
live in a small town in Oklaho­
ma. Rubin Flood is an economi­
cally insecure harness salesman 
with an outwardly brash man­
ner. His wife, Cora, is preoccu­
pied with securing social 
acceptance for their teenage 
daughter, Reenie, and their 10 
year old son, Sonny. When Rubin 
stomps out after arguing over a 
newly purchased party dress for 
Reenie, Cora turns to her garru­
lous sister, Lottie, and her den­
tist husband, Morris, for 
financial help. The sister's reve­
lation of her failing marriage 
and the tragedy that befalls an 
unloved Jewish boy who is Re-
enie's blind date, bring Cora new 
insight toward resolving her 
family crisis and facing the dart 
at the top of the stairs. 
Assuming the roles of Cora 
and Rubin will be Colleen Coug-
henour and Mark Welch, with 
Kathy Turner and Harold Blum 
playing the parts of Lottie and 
Morris. The Flood children, Re­
enie and Sonny, will be played by 
Brenda Conway and Danny Bur­
den. Mike McGinnis has been 
cast as Sammy, Reenie's blind 
date, and Pam Kareus and 
Randy Wyatt will be seen as Re­
enie's friends Flirt and Punky. 
Brent Nordquist plays the part of 
a neighborhood boy. 
Colleen has most recently 
been seen in QUEST AND 
QUERY and also performed last 
year in THE AMERICAN EX­
PERIENCE. Mark (Mel), will 
be re-membered for his role of 
Krogstad in A DOLL'S HOUSE 
and for his performance in JAC­
QUES BREL. Kathy Turner, a 
senior CTA major, has a long list 
of impressive credits, including 
roles in THE ROAR OF THE 
GREASEPAINT/THE SMELL 
OF THE CROWD, THE MAGIS­
TRATE, the arrogant Mrs. Boyle 
in THE MOUSE-TRAP, BRIGA-
DOON, JACQUES BREL, THE 
AMERICAN EXPERIENCE and 
QUEST AND QUERY. Brenda 
made her debut last year as 
Helen in A DOLL'S HOUSE. 
Danny will be remembered for 
his outstanding performance as 
Andrea in the February '78 pro­
duction GALILEO. Danny is in 
the fourth grade and is the son of 
Dr. and Mrs. Stan Burden. Ran­
dy's first participation in theatre 
at Taylor was his recent role in 
QUEST AND QUERY. Appear­
ing for the first time in a Univer­
sity Theatre production are Pam 
Kareus, Mike McGinnis and 
Brent Nordquist. Brent is the 11 
year old son of Dr. and Mrs. 
John Nordquist. 
Designed by technical direc-1 
tor Ollie Hubbard, the set will 
depict the living room of the 
Flood home as it would have ap­
peared in the 1920's. The assis­
tant director for this production 
is Catherine Curtis. Costume de­
sign is by Jessie Rousselow. 
Tickets are now available at the 
CTA Box Office from 1-5 pm 
each weekday afternoon. Your 
ID entitles you to one compli­
mentary ticket. Seats are re­
served; remaining tickets will 
be distributed at the door. Reser­
vations will be held at the door 
until 8:05 performance evenings. 
There will be no seating after the 
play begins. 
Cora shares Sonny's excitement in a scene from the Taylor 
University Theatre production THE DARK AT THE TOP OF 
THE STAIRS. The part of Cora is being played by Coleen Coug-
henhour and Sonny by 4th grade Eastbrook Elementary stu­
dent Danny Burden. 
Cross Country Wins Conference Championship 
Every fall when the first week 
of November rolls around, for­
mer Taylor runners and families 
of the present runners begin to 
show up on Campus. Why? They 
come because it's Conference 
Meet time. Yes, but why do they 
drive all those miles just to see 
45 fanatics cover five miles as 
fast as they can? They come be­
cause they understand what the 
seven men running for Taylor 
University have gone through in 
preparation of their bodies and 
minds to approach this, the most 
important Cross Country meet of 
the year. Since the last week of 
August when the harriers put in 
125 miles at Miracle Camp, 
they've been thinking about the 
Conference Meet. From the be­
ginning of cross country season, 
Coach Glass has tried to make 
the HBCC Championship the 
focal point of the season. Once 
again the excitement that sur­
rounds this race has come and 
gone. After all the dust had 
cleared, the Trojan harriers 
were once again Conference 
Champs. Falling to Hanover last 
year, Taylor runners felt a deep 
disappointment and vowed to be 
ready for Conference this year. 
When the gun sounded, Con­
ference hopeful, Hanover Col­
lege, went out in the lead. They 
had four men in the first six 
places and one man running in 
Taylor's pack which was hover­
ing around tenth place. Han­
over's goal was to break 
Taylor's pack aoart and try to 
work on the Taylor runners sing­
ly. Taylor's pack inched its way 
to the front slowly but not before 
Larry Brown was injured around 
the mile and a half point. Larry 
gallently ran past the two mile 
mark, but was forced to drop 
out. This put pressure on the oth­
ers to perform their best and 
perform they did. 
The pace increased as Tay­
lor's pack went after their oppo­
nents. Trojan runners began 
working on their opposition one 
by one until four T.U. harriers 
were in the top ten places. One 
navy blue shirt after another 
turned the final corner and 
stormed to the finish line. Senior 
athletes Kurt Cornfield and John 
Wilson took second and fourth 
places respectively. The top 
freshman runner of the meet 
was Taylor's Jeff "Honey" Per-
rine, who finished a strong sixth 
with an excellent performance. 
Frank Grotenhuis, Jay Avery, 
and Jay Redding ran past a host 
of other runners in the last mile 
to finish 10th, 13th, and 17th. 
Once again pack running and 
mental discipline paid off for 
Taylor, as the Conference meet 
was clearly decided by which 
team was willing to forfeit indi­
vidual glory for team pride. 
The prime goal of this year's 
Cross Country team has been to 
show Christ through the medium 
of athletics. As discussed in the 
huddle before the meet: 
Wouldn't it be great if those that 
attended the meet could say 
"Christ is Conference Champi­
on?" This is the desire of Taylor 
Cross Country—to run and act in 
a way that Christ is seen primar­
ily and THEN the runner is seen. 
The harriers wish to thank the 
many individuals who drove all 
the way to Manchester to cheer 
them on. There were clearly 
more Taylor fans than most of 
the other schools had put togeth­
er. It was fantastic to feel the 
support of all the former run­
ners, friends, and families at the 
meet. 
One important part of last 
week's article that didn't make 
the printed page was the great 
effort shown by Taylor's J.v. 
team at the District Meet. Spe­
cial congratulations go to Phil 
Treckman for winning the race. 
Bob Engle and Dave Albright 
also ran very well and finished 
second and fourth respectively. 
Other fine performances were 
given by Mike Becket, Steve 
Long, Tim Bowman, Rob Shev-
lot, Rich Carron, and Wade Win­
ters. Taylor Cross Country 
would not have near its quality 
without men like these. Mike 
Becker deserves special recogni­
tion for running in a Marathon 
last week. Mike had an excellent 
pace going for 22 miles. At that 
rate he would've finished well 
under 3 hours. He took a wrong 
turn after the twenty second 
mile and lost his pace. Congratu­
lations are still due to him as he 
took on the twenty-six miler. 
Remember the runners as 
they prepare for Nationals in the 
next two weeks. If possible, give 
them your encouragement and 




101 N. Main Street 
Upland, IN 46989 
998-2347 
Food for Thought 
for week of Nov. 13-19 
MONDAY: 
BREAKFAST: Fried eggs, Canadian bacon, 
Fruits. Juices, Pastrys, Oatmeal w/raisins; 
LUNCH: Super dog w/cheese. Ravioli, Tri-
taters. Vegetables, Clam chowder. Hominy; 
DINNER: Swiss style veal, Hungarian beef 
goulash. Noodles, Potatoes w/gravy. Corn; 
TUESDAY: 
BREAKFAST: Buttermilk hot cakes, Sausage, 
Pastrys, Fruits, Juices, Hot cream of wheat; 
LUNCH: Hamburger Quarter Pounder with 
Cheese, Lasagna, Fries, Beans, Onion soup; 
DINNER: BBQ Chicken. Pork steak, Augrau-
tin potatoes, Gravy, Brussel sprouts. Salad bar; 
WEDNESDAY: 
BREAKFAST: Scrambled eggs w/bacon bits. 
Sausage, Biscuits, Pastrys, Ralston; 
LUNCH: French dip sandwich, Chicken drum­
mers. Potatoes w/gravy, Chips, Beef Soup; 
DINNER: Pot Roast Beef, Veal fricasse with 
Dumplings, Noodles, Potatoes w/gravy, Com; 
THURSDAY: 
BREAKFAST: French toast. Sausage, Pastrys, 
Fruits, Juices, Oatmeal w/apples & cinnamon; 
LUNCH: Dagwood sandwich, Port Cantonese, 
Buttered Rice, Chow Mein Noodles, Spinach; 
DINNER: STEAK NIGHT, Delmonico steak 
Baked potato, Fried, Cauliflower w/cheese; 
FRIDAY: 
BREAKFAST: Scrambled eggs w/gravy & bis-
quits, Pastrys, Fruits, Hot cream of wheat; 
LUNCH: Stacked corned beef, Halibut steak, 
Fried Potatoes, Acorn squash, Salad bar; 
DINNER: Country style steak, Stuffed cabbage 
rolls. Potatoes w/gravy, Peas, Succotash; 
SATURDAY: 
BREAKFAST: Asst. Pastrys, Hot Ralston, 
Fruits, Juices, Cold Cereals 
LUNCH: Blueberry waffles. Sausage, Fish 
sandwich, Chips, Cream of Potato Soup, Salad 
DINNER: Baked ham. Chicken & noodles, 
Potatoes & gravy, Green beans & mushrooms 
SUNDAY: 
BREAKFAST: Asst. pastrys, Hot oatmeal, 
Fruits, Juices, Cold cereals; 
LUNCH: Roast Chicken, Roast round of beef, 
Potatoes w/gravy, Corn on the cob, Broccoli; 
DINNER: DELI BUFFET, Meats. Cheeses, 
Breads, Chips, Beef noodle soup, Salad bar; 
UPLAND EVANGELICAL 
MENNONITE CHURCH 










Speaker: Dick Robbins 
followed by 
Baptismal service 
The bus will run Sunday 
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Gridders Defeat Earlham in Away Game 
page eleven 
Taylor's football team "put it 
all together" as they beat Earl­
ham Saturday by a score of 33-7. 
In hopes of moving the ball, 
Taylor tried a new wishbone of­
fense with Randy Louchs at Q.B. 
They moved tight-end Kevin 
King to fullback and brought in 
sophomore Reed Kennedy at 
tight-end. Despite a 6 yd. run by 
King, Taylor fumbled the ball at 
the 29 yd line, the first of their 
very few mistakes. Consequent­
ly, Earlham had the ball in good 
field position. However, offen­
sive center Russ Carlson, play­
ing defense, recovered an 
Earlham fumble to give the 
wishbone offense a second 
chance. But Earlham's defense 
held, and Taylor punted. 
Working the ball mostly 
through the air, Earlham moved 
to the Taylor 9 yd line on a pass­
ing play that probably would 
have scored had not line-backer 
Jay Tyree made a saving tackle 
from behind. Nonetheless, Earl­
ham scored a few plays later to 
make it 7-0, Earlham. 
On the kick-off Earlham sur­
prised everyone with an onside 
kick. That is, they surprised ev­
eryone except Taylor's Jim 
Boyce who fielded the ball nicely 
to set Taylor up in good field po­
sition. Yet Taylor again fumbled 
at Earlham's 45 yd line. 
Two plays later, though, Jim 
Long, who played a great game 
(and is having a great season), 
recovered an Earlham fumble 
for Taylor. Senior quarterback, 
Lee Whitman, entered the game, 
and succeeded in moving the 
ball, as TD went back to the "I" 
formation. 
A few plays later, Whitman 
went to the air and threw a beau­
tiful pass to Bart Reneau, who 
made an awesome catch, for 
Taylor's first score of the game. 
Earlham got the ball on the 
kickoff but could do nothing 
against Taylor's defense. Taylor 
again moved the ball and drove 
until Jamie Nesmith kicked a 
field goal to give Taylor the lead 
10-7. 
Again Earlham could not 
move the ball against Taylor's 
defense, and was forced to punt. 
Taylor then, after Whitman's 
passes to Pete Snyder and Keven 
King, found itself with a 4th and 
3 at Earlham's 3 yd line. TU 
elected to go for the touchdown, 
and Whitman rolled out to his 
left and threw to Bart Reneau 
who caught the ball 5 yds ahead 
of the nearest Earlham defend­
er, and Tavlor had another 
score. 
Earlham then drove down 
deep into Taylor territory, but 
they missed a field goal. Taylor 
took possession, 1st and 10 on 
their own 20. Whitman handed 
off to fullback Brad Buroker who 
ran through a nice hole created 
by the offensive line. Buroker 
continued to run, shaking off 
tackles, for 40 yds. Despite the 
gain, and a few successful pass 
plays, TU was unable to score 
before the half ran out. 
The second half was as suc­
cessful as the first, even more 
so, since Earlham didn't score. 
The entire defensive team 
played an excellent game. Earl­
ham couldn't run anywhere be­
cause of the seemingly 
omnipresent line and lineback­
ers, nor could they pass because 
the ball was always jarred loose 
from Earlham's receivers by 
Taylor's defensive backs. 
Ernie Bradley, Fred Demp-
sey, Jim Anderson, and John 
Fabbro all played outstanding 
defense on an outstandingly de­
fensive day for Taylor. So did 
linebacker Jay Tyree. Tyree 
sacked the quarterback at the 
end of the game; also, earlier 
Tyree found a ball bouncing into 
his hands as an Earlham runner 
fumbled, and he even inter­
cepted a pass that bounced off of 
a surprised official. Tyree had 
the type of day he deserved, as 
did the entire team. 
The offense also had a great 
day. Whitman, behind great pass 
blocking (he was not sacked 
once all game) threw for over 
200 yds to receivers who were 
making spectacular catches. 
Kevin King, as he has been all 
season, was as sure handed as is 
possible. King caught 3 passes 
for 28 yds. Bart Reneau also had 
a great day. Reneau would have 
had 3 TD passes, but he bounced 
the third off of an Earlham de­
fender's helmet. Pete Snyder 
caught 6 passes for 109 yds, and 
one touchdown. Snyder, like Re­
neau and King, caught every­
thing thrown near him. 
But Taylor's offense wasn't 
only through the air. The backs 
had a great day as the offensive 
line opened up big holes in Earl­
ham's front defense. Brad Bur­
oker, carrying the ball 18 times 
for 107 yds and one TD, both fol­
lowed his blocks well and twisted 
and "did it on his own" when he 
had to. Todd Whitfield, playing 
at both halfback and linebacker, 
also had an excellent running 
day. Whitfield carried 10 times 
for 52 yds. 
The Taylor University Media Board is accepting applica­
tions for Editor of THE ECHO, Spring 1979. 
Interested parties should send a resume to: 
Dr. Roger Jenkinson 
Campus Mail 
T.U. moves the ball against Earlham. Photo by Doug Taylor 
Taylor had a great day. They 
put everyghing together, and 
had a lot of fun doing it, expecial-
ly Russ Carlson. Carlson played 
both defense and offense, doing 
his job, and more, no matter 
where he was or what he was 
playing. 
After the victory, the team 
awarded the game ball to in­
jured offensive guard, Mike 
Hameleuski, who recently had a 
knee operation. 
This Saturday, Taylor will be 
playing Anderson college. Tay­
lor has not beaten Anderson for 
many years, although they have 
been predicted to win every 
year...except this one. Anderson 
will be shooting for its first win­
ning season in 11 years. The 
game will be an exciting one, as 
Taylor and Anderson are two of 
the biggest rivals in the state. 
The game isn't too far away, 
perhaps half an hour, and will be 
one of the most enjoyable ways 





team offers a 
appreciation to 
Mr. Wheeler for the excellent 
dinner he provided for the team 
after the game Saturday. It was 
superb, to say the least! 
rg/ —-
A sandwich is a big, 
BIG JUMBO SANDWICH 
Jumbo Breaded Tenderloin 
The largest of tenderloins, breaded and deep 
fried, served on a jumbo bun 
$2.75 
Jumbo Burger $2.75 
An all-American favorite . . . served open-faced 
on a hot grilled bun 
Sandwiches include French Fries, Tossed 
Salad, Sopaipillas and Honey 
ONE AGEORB 
809 W. McGalliard, Muncie 
11 - 2 & 4:30 - 10 Mon - Fri 11 am -10 pm Sat 
11 am - 9 pm Sun 
Life 
insurance. 




There's a lot of freedom 
in living your own life, in 
making it on yourown. 
But it takes effort and 
planning on your part. And 
life insurance is an impor­
tant element in the plan­
ning. 
You've got freedom 
now. Life insurance will 
help make sure you have it 
later. 
Call me for full informa­
tion. 
LOY FISEL, CLU 
NEW YORK LIFE 
Insurance Company 
2424 Fairfield 
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Volleyball to Host 
State Tournament 
This weekend the Trojane colleges being played at 5p.m. 
Volleyball team will be hosting and the finals for large colleges 
the state tournament. It starts being played at 4p.m. 
today at 9a.m. and continues Come out and support our 
through tomorrow. women as they meet the chal-
Saturday, the action starts at lenge of these teams!! 
10a.m. with the finals for small 
T.U. spikes. Photo by Phi! Sommerville 





Loser to A 
9a.m.-Fri. 
(1 







Loser to B 
9a.m.-Fri. 
( 2  
Loser to G 
10a.m.-Sa. 
(11 
St. Joe 1A. 
Franklin 4A 
Loser to C 
11a.m.-Fr. (3 
Loser to E 
4p.m.-Fri. 
( 6  
IN Tech. 2B_ 
Loser to D 
11a.m.-Fr. (4 
Loser to H 





















Loser of 14 
if 1st loss 
Loser 4 
PETE P ARB'S IZZA D. ORM 
Free Delivery 111 North Main 
Upland 
Clip this Take-out Menu and SAVE 
998-2112 
PIZZA 
We feature a 10% discount to 









91.25 92.55 93.30 
92.00 92.20 93. SO 
92.00 92.20 93. SO 
92.30 93.25 94.15 
92.30 93.2S 94.15 
92.30 93.25 94. rs 
92.50 93.50 94.45 
93. r 5 90.40 95.55 
Italian specialties and catering 
available 
Our Dining Room features 
Home-cooked spaghetti 
Sandwiches Side Orders 
Hot Ham & Cheese $ -95 
Submarine $1.00 
Stromboli $1.00 
l/4 lb. Hamburger $ -85 
Onion Burger $ -95 
Mushroom Burger $ -95 
Sweet Pepper Burger $ • 95 
Pizza Burger $ •95 
Cheese 10c extra 
Fish $ -60 




Bacon, Lettuce & Tomato 
Ham & Cheese 
Salami & Cheese 
Bologna & Cheese 
Ham & Cheese 
Salami & Cheese 

























21 Shrimp-French Fries-Coleslaw $3.25 
4 Chicken-French Fries-Coleslaw $2.95 
3 Perch-French Fries-Coleslaw $3.00 
Pete I Serb's Pizza Dorm 
111 N. Main Upland 
998-2112 
